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Let p>13 be a prime congruent to 1 modulo 4. Let G be the genus of a quater-
nary even positive definite Z-lattice of discriminant 4p whose 2-adic localization has
a proper 2-modular Jordan component. We show that the orthogonal group of any
lattice from G is generated by &1 and the symmetries with respect to the roots of
the lattice. The class number of G is computed. Furthermore, we show that the
theta series of degree two coming from the classes in G with non-trivial
automorphism groups are linearly independent.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The genus of a quadratic form f is defined to be the set of all quadratic
forms which are locally equivalent to f. It is well known that the genus of
f may be partitioned into more than one equivalence classes. Using the
geometric language of Witt and O’Meara, it is equivalent to saying that the
number of isometry classes in the genus of a lattice on a quadratic space
is in general bigger than one. Here, we restrict our attention to quadratic
spaces over Q and hence every lattice is a Z-lattice. The structure of the
genera of binary lattices are well understood because of Gauss’ theory of
composition [G]. In particular, the class number of a positive definite
binary lattices can be expressed in terms of the class number of an
imaginary quadratic number field. Class numbers of some positive definite
ternary lattices are obtained by Eisenstein [E] and Mordell [M]. Their
method is extended by Kitaoka in [K1, K2] to the genus of quaternary
(resp. quinary) even positive definite lattices of discriminant p (resp. 2p)
where p is a prime satisfying some congruence conditions. A main
ingredient is the knowledge of the structure of the orthogonal groups of the
lattices. Based on this information, Hsia and Hung [HH1] show that the
theta series of degree two coming from the classes of positive definite even
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quaternary lattices of discriminant p with non-trivial automorphism groups
are linearly independent. Similar result is obtained for other genera, see
[HH2] and [H]. Computation of class numbers of some other quaternary
lattices via Selberg trace formula on quaternion algebras can be found in
[A], [P1-3], and [Pz].
In this paper, we investigate the structure of a genus of quaternary even
positive definite lattices of discriminant 4p, where p>13 is a prime con-
gruent to 1 modulo 4. Let G be the genus consisting of such lattices whose
2-adic localization is isometric to
A(0, 0) = (2, &2p)$A(2, 2) = (2, 6p).
Note that the localization of any lattice in G at the prime p is isometric to
(1, 1, $, $p) where $ is a unit in Zp so that (2$ | p)=&1 and ( | p) is the
Legendre symbol. We will first show that the orthogonal group of any lat-
tice L # G is generated by &1 and the symmetries with respect to the vec-
tors of length 2 in L (Theorem 2.1). The strategy we use here is parallel to
the one employed in [KO]. We first show that O(L) is the direct product
O* (L)_[\1] where O* (L) is the kernel of the map O(L)  O(L*L)
(Prop. 2.1). It turns out that O* (L) is non-trivial if and only if certain sub-
lattice of L represents 2. This approach is not applicable when the 2-adic
localization of L has an improper 2-modular Jordan component. Lattices
with this property may have non-trivial orthogonal groups even though
they may not represent 2. More detail will be given in a forthcoming paper
[C]. As an application of Theorem 2.1, we show that the theta series of
degree two coming from the classes in G with non-trivial automorphism
groups are linearly independent (Theorem 3.1). We also obtain a formula
for the number of classes in G (Theorem 4.1). In fact, we compute the num-
ber of classes in G with any prescribed root system.
From now on, unless stated otherwise, every lattice is assumed to be
integral and positive definite. The quadratic map on a lattice is denoted by
Q and the corresponding bilinear map is denoted by B. If x1 , ..., xn are
vectors in a lattice, then Mat(x1 , ..., xn) is the matrix whose ij-entry is
B(xi , xj). A vector v in a lattice L is called a root if Q(v)=2. The sublattice
of L which is spanned by the roots is called the root sublattice of L and
is denoted by RL . The orthogonal complement of RL in L is denoted by
KL . For any vector v # L, {v is the symmetry with respective to v. The mass
of a genus is defined to be the sum  |O(K)| where K runs through a com-
plete set of classes in that genus. Any other unexplained notation and ter-
minology about lattices can be found in [Ca], [K3], or [OM]. The class
number of the quadratic number field Q(- d) is denoted by h(- d ). For
any result on binary lattices (for example, class number, ambiguous class,
etc.), we refer the reader to [Co]. If q is any integer, the quantity
1&(q | p) is denoted by =q .
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2. STRUCTURE OF ORTHOGONAL GROUPS
Kitaoka [K1] shows that the orthogonal group of a quaternary even
lattice of discriminant p is generated by &1 and symmetries with respect to
the roots. Recently, Kim and Oh extend the result to primal lattices of
small rank [KO, Cor 4.4]. A primal lattice is a lattice of discriminant =p,
where ==1 if either the lattice is odd or even of even rank, and ==2 if the
lattice is even of odd rank.
Let L be a lattice in G. Following [KO], we define
O* (L)=[_ # O(L) : _(x)#x mod L for all x # L*],
where L* is the dual of L. The quadratic form Q induces a quadratic map
from L*L into QZ. Therefore, it makes sense to define O(L*L) and it
is clear that O* (L) is the kernel of the natural map O(L)  O(L*L).
Lemma 2.1. |O(L*L)| is at most 4.
Proof. Write L*L as PQ where P and Q are the Sylow p and
Sylow 2 subgroups respectively. It is clear that P$ZpZ and Q$(Z2Z)2.
If _ is an isometry of L*L, then obviously _ |P=\1. We select vectors
x, y, z, w # L such that Mat(x, y, z, w)#A(0, 0) = (2, &2p) mod 32. In
this way, Q is generated by the images of z2 and w2 in L*L. Since
Q(z2+w2) # Z but Q(z2) and Q(w2) are not in Z, therefore _|Q can
only be the identity map on Q or the map which switches the images of z2
and w2. The lemma is now proved. K
Proposition 2.1. O(L)=O* (L)_[\1].
Proof. Since &1 is not in O* (L), we suffice to show that O(L)O* (L)
has at most 2 elements. We keep all notations used in the proof of Lemma
2.1. Suppose we have _ # O(L) such that _ |Q is the switching map. Then
_(z)=w+2u with u # L. Therefore, 2#Q(z)#&2p+4(B(w, u)+Q(u))
mod 32. This shows that ( p+1)2#B(w, u)+Q(u) mod 8 which is
impossible since both B(w, u) and Q(u) are even. K
For any _ # O(L), we put
L_=[x # L : _(x)=x], L_=(L_)= in L.
Suppose the order of _ is 3. Let | be a primitive cube root of unity. As a
Z[_]-module, L is isomorphic to XaZ[|]bZc where X is the unique
(up to isomorphism) indecomposable Z[_]-module of rank 3 [CR]. If
L$Z[|]b, then disc(L) is of the form 3=(b)_(square) where =(b)=0 if b
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is even and 1 otherwise [KO, Prop 3.1]. In addition, [L : L_ = L_]=3a
and both disc(L_) and disc(L_) are divisible by 3.
Proposition 2.2. If _ # O(L) has order 3, then L_ represents 2.
Proof. We first show that in the triple (a, b, c), a must be 1. If a=0,
then L$Z[|] = Z2 or Z[|]2. Both cases are not possible because the
former would imply that 3 divides disc(L) and the latter would show that
disc(L) is a square.
We may now assume that a=1. In this case L$XZ, L_ $Z[|] and
thus disc(L_) is of the form 3_(square). As a result, disc(L_) is either 3 or
12. If disc(L_)=3, then 2 # Q(L_) because #2 disc(L_)12<4 where #n is the
Hermite constant for rank n lattices. If disc(L_)=12, the number
#2disc(L_)12 is equal to 4. If the minimum of L_ is 4, reduction theory
implies that L_ $2A(2, 2) and disc(L_)=3p. These show that over Z2 ,
2A(2, 2) is isometric to a proper 2-modular lattice which is impossible. K
Remark. The above argument shows that if _ # O(L) has order 3, then
L_ is a root lattice of type A2 .
Suppose now that _ # O(L) has order 2. The submodule L_ is in fact
equal to [x # L: _(x)=&x]. As a Z[_] module, L is decomposed as
TaIbZc where T is the rank 2 indecomposable modules and I is the
rank 1 non-trivial module [CR]. The following properties of L_ and L_
can be deduced from their definitions [KO]. Both L_ and L_ are primitive
sublattices of L. The quotient group LL_=L_ is an elementary 2-group
and [L: L_=L_]=2a. Both disc(L_) and disc(L_) are divisible by 2a. In the
triple (a, b, c), it is clear that a2. If, in addition, _ is in O* (L), then p
divides disc(L_).
Lemma 2.2. Suppose _ # O* (L) has order 2. Then 2 # Q(L_).
Proof. If a=0, then L=L_ =L_. Since L is even, we must have
disc(L_)=2 and disc(L_)=2p. As a result, the rank of L_ is either 1 or 3.
In the first case, L_ $(2). In the latter case, #3disc(L_)13<2 which is a
contradiction since L is even.
If a=1, then there are three possible cases for (a, b, c) : (1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 0)
and (1, 0, 2). In all three cases, [L : L_ =L_]=2, 2p | disc(L_) and
2 | disc(L_). In the first case, both L_ and L_ have rank 2. This shows that
disc(L_)=4 and disc(L_)=4p. The number #2 disc(L_)12 is less than 4
and thus 2 # Q(L_). In the second case, the rank of L_ is 3 and
#3 disc(L_)13<4. This shows that 2 # Q(L_) again. In the last case, L_ has
rank 3. If disc(L_)=2p, then disc(L_)=8. However, (L_)2 must be isometric
to A(0, 0) = (&2p) or A(2, 2) = (6p) and (L_)2 would be isometric to
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(2) which is absurd. If disc(L_)=4p, then (L_)2 $A(0, 0) = (&4p) or
A(2, 2) = (12p). This cannot happen because &4p is not represented by
(2, &2p) and 12p is not represented by (2, 6p). Hence disc(L_) must be
8p and disc(L_) is 2. Thus L_ represents 2.
Now suppose a=2. Here, both L_ and L_ are binary. The only situation
in which 2 may not be represented by L_ is when disc(L_)=4p,
disc(L_)=16, and the minimum of L_ is 4. In this case, L_ is isometric to
(4) = (4). Let x, y # L_ be two orthogonal vectors of length 4 and [z, w]
be a basis of L_ such that Mat(z, w)#(&2, &2p) mod 32. The lattice L
must be of the form (L_=L_)+Z[u1 , u2] where u1= 12 (x+z+w) and
u2= 12 ( y+z+w). As a result, (x+ y)2 is in L. This contradicts the
primitivity of L_ . K
Remark. Suppose _ # O* (L) has order 2. By the above lemma, we can
pick a vector z # L_ such that Q(z)=2. The isometry {z_ is in O* (L) and
has order 2. Moreover, L{z_=L_ = Z[z]. An induction argument on the
rank of L_ shows that _ is a product of symmetries with respect to minimal
vectors of L and L_ contains orthogonal minimal vectors which span a
(full) sublattice of type tA1 where t is the rank of L_ . Together with
Proposition 2.1, we see that any order 2 element in O(L) is in the subgroup
generated by &1 and the symmetries with respect to minimal vectors.
Theorem 2.1. The orthogonal group of L is generated by &1 and the
symmetries with respect to the minimal vectors in L. Furthermore, |O(L)|=
2 |W(RL)| where W(RL) is the Weyl group of RL .
Proof. We will consider the restriction map O(L)  O(RL). This idea is
also used in the proof of the main result in [KO]. Let S(L) be the sub-
group of O(L) generated by &1 and the symmetries with respect to mini-
mal vectors in L. We first show that S(L) contains all elements of O(L) of
prime order. It is clear that the only prime divisors of |O(L)| is 2 and 3.
If the order of _ # O(L) is 2, then either _ or &_ is in S(L) by the previous
remark. If the order of _ is 3, then _ |L_ is in O(A2). Therefore, _ is in S(L).
Let , be the restriction map O(L)  O(RL). The kernel is a 2-group by
the above discussion. It is clear that if ker , is trivial, then &1  W(RL).
Suppose { is an element of order 2 in ker ,. Let t be the rank of L&{ . By
virtue of the above remark, we must have tA1 RL L{=L&{ . Therefore,
{=&{e1 } } } {et where e1 , ..., et are orthogonal minimal vectors in RL . This
shows that &1 # W(RL). If ker , contains an element \ of order 2k with
k>1, then \2k&1 is &1 on R=L . This implies that disc(R
=
L ) is a square [KO,
Lemma 2.1] which is impossible. Therefore, k=1 and ker , is an elemen-
tary 2-group. However, the above discussion shows that there is only one
element of order 2 in ker ,. Therefore, ker , has order 2 if it is not trivial.
We now conclude the proof by proving that the image of , is exactly
S(RL). The only possible types for RL are <, A1 , 2A1 , A2 , and A1=A2 .
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The last one occurs only if p#&1 mod 3. If RL is of type other than 2A1 ,
then O(RL)=S(RL) and we are done. If RL is of type 2A1 , then
O(RL)=({x , {y , \) where x and y are orthogonal minimal vectors in L
and \ is the map which exchanges x and y. Suppose there is a { # O(L)
with ,({)  S(RL). By multiplying an element in S(L), we may assume that
,({)=\. The order of { must be 4 and thus {2 is &1 on R=L . This implies
that disc(RL)disc(R=L )=4_(square) which is impossible. K
3. THETA SERIES OF DEGREE TWO
Let [L1 , ..., Lh] be a complete set of representatives of classes in G with
non-trivial root system. Let %i be the theta series of degree two of Li . The
aim of this section is to show that the %i ’s are linearly independent over C.
It is sufficient to demonstrate the linearly independence over Z. Suppose we
are given a relation
(V) :
h
j=1
cj%j=0, gcd(c1 , ..., ch)=1.
Let %*j be the theta series of degree two of L
*
j , the dual of L j . The usual
transformation formula [F, Satz 0.11] for theta series allows us to replace
%j by %*j in (V) if necessary. A contradiction will be obtained by showing
that all the cj ’s are divisible by 2. The method is essentially the one intro-
duced in [HH1].
Given a lattice L # G, the type of L is defined to be the type of its root
system. Furthermore, if RL is A1 , we define the type of L to be A1 (I ) if L
is indecomposable and A1 (D) if L is decomposable. For each j, ej will be
a minimal vector of Lj and Z[ej] will be an orthogonal summand when-
ever Lj is decomposable. For each i, we will construct a binary sublattice
Ji of Li (or L*i ). Let aij be the number of different isometric embedding of
Ji into Lj (or L*j ). The relation in (*) implies that
:
h
j=1
c jaij=0, for all i.
v Li is of type A1 (D).
By Lemma 1.6 of [HKK], we can choose Ji Z[ei]= such that
(Ji)2 $A(0, 0), (Ji)p $(2, $) , and disc(Ji)=q for some large prime q.
Lemma 3.1. Let j be an index not equal to i. If ,: Ji  Lj is an
embedding, then ,(Ji) cannot be orthogonal to ej .
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Proof. We only give a brief account of the proof here. The reader can
find more detail in Section 2.2 of [HH1]. If Lj is indecomposable, then
Z2[ej]= in (Lj)2 is a proper 2-modular lattice and thus ,(Ji) cannot be
orthogonal to Z[ej]. Suppose Lj is decomposable and ,(Ji) is orthogonal
to Z[ej]. Then we can find a vector gj # Lj of length 2pq such that
Tj=Z[ej] = ,(J i) = Z[ gj] is a sublattice of Lj of index q. Local considera-
tion shows that (Tj)q $(2, 2pq, 1, q) and &2p is a square in Zq . Thus,
there are exactly two lattices in G which contain Tj and one of them is Lj .
They are isometric via the symmetry {gj . This shows that i= j and we are
done. K
Lemma 3.2. Suppose ,: Ji  Li is an embedding with ,(Ji) orthogonal to
Z[ei]. Then , is in the orbit of the inclusion map under the action of O(Li).
Proof. There is an isometry _ on the space so that _|Ji=, and _i (Li)
contains Z[ei] = ,(Ji) = Z[ gi]. From the proof of the last lemma, either
_(Li)=Li or {gi _(L i)=Li . In either case, there is an isometry { # O(L i)
such that {|Ji=,. K
We now see that aij #0 mod 4 if i{ j and aii #2 mod 4. Therefore,
ci #0 mod 2.
v Li is of type A1 (I ).
Let Ki be the orthogonal complement of Z[ei] in Li . Let [x, y, z] be a
basis of Ki such that Mat(x, y, z)#(2, &2, &2p) mod 64. There are three
even lattices of discriminant 4p which contain Z[ei] = Ki . They are given
by adjoining (ei+ y)2, (ei+z)2, or (ei+x+ y+z)2 to Z[ei] = Ki . By
checking locally over Z2 , we see that the first two yield lattices in G. The
last one gives rise to a lattice which is not in G as the 2-adic localization
of the resulting lattice is isometric to A(2a, 2a) = 2A(0, 0) with a=0 or 1.
The above discussion shows that the orthogonal complement of Z[ei]
in L*i has a Jordan splitting which has a component isometric to
(12, &p2). By [HKK, Lemma 1.6], choose Ji Z[ei]= in L*i such that
(Ji)2 $(12, &p2) , (Ji)p $(2, $), and disc(Ji)=q4 for some large prime
q. One can show that there are exactly two lattices in G*=[L* : L # G]
which contain Z[ei] = Ji . They are isometric via {gi where g i is a vector of
length 2qp in L*i perpendicular to Z[ei] = Ji .
If the type of Lj is 2A1 , A1 = A2 , or A2 , any embedding of Ji into L*j
cannot be orthogonal to the root sublattice of L*j . Therefore, aij #0
mod 4 for these L*j ’s. If Lj is of type A1 (D), then aij #0 mod 2 and cj #0
mod 2. Thus cjaij #0 mod 4.
Suppose the type of Lj is A1 (I ). If ,(Ji) is not orthogonal to Z[e j], then
the stabilizer of , in O(Lj) is trivial. If ,(Ji) is orthogonal to Z[ej], then
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i= j and , is in the orbit of the inclusion map. Hence aij #0 mod 4 if i{ j
and aii #2 mod 4. Therefore, ciaii #0 mod 4 and thus c i #0 mod 2.
v Li is of type A2 .
We take Ji to be the orthogonal complement of the root sublattice of Li .
It is easy to see that aij #0 mod 4 if the type of Lj is 2A1 or A1 = A2 . Sup-
pose the type of Lj is also A2 . If ,(Ji) is orthogonal to the root sublattice
of Lj , then i= j and , is in the orbit of the inclusion map. Therefore, aii #2
mod 4 and aij #0 mod 4 if i{ j. Hence ci #0 mod 2 in this case.
v Li is of type A1=A2 .
Note that p must be a non-square at 3. We choose Ji to be the binary
orthogonal summand of the root sublattice of Li .
Lemma 3.3. Suppose p#&1 mod 3. There is only one class in G with
root system A1 =A2 . Moreover, this class is decomposable.
Proof. Suppose L # G has root system A1=A2 . Then L contains a sub-
lattice T$(2) = A(2, 2) = (6p) of index 3. Conversely, such a lattice T
is contained in exactly two lattices in G. These two lattices are isometric via
{g where g is a vector in T which gives the component (6p). K
Therefore, aii=12 and cj aij #0 mod 24 if Lj is of type A2 . It is clear that
aij=0 if the type of Lj is not A1 = A2 or A2 . Therefore, c i aii #0 mod 24
and thus ci #0 mod 2.
v Li is of type 2A1 .
Let ei , f i be two orthogonal minimal vectors in Li . We first claim
that Li must be decomposable. For, if Li is indecomposable, then
Ki=Z[ei , fi]= in Li is isometric to (&2, &2p) over Z2 . If Ki=Z[xi , yi]
so that Mat(xi , yi)#(&2, &2p) mod 32, then the only indecomposable
even lattice of discriminant 4p which contains Z[ei , fi]=Ki is
(Z[ei , fi]=Ki)+Z[(ei+ fi+x i+ yi)2]. This lattice, however, is not in G
as its 2-adic localization is isometric to A(2a, 2a)=2A(0, 0) with a=0 or 1.
Let Ji be the orthogonal complement of Z[ei , fi] in L*i . Then
(Ji)2 $(&2, &p2) by virtue of the above discussion. There are exactly
two lattices in G* which contain Z[ei , fi] = Ji . They are given by
(Z[ei , fi] = Ji)+Z[ei 2, ( f i+u)2], (Z[ei , f i]=J i)+Z[ f i 2, (e i+u)2],
where [u, v] is a basis of Ji such that Mat(u, v)#(&2, &p2) mod 64.
These two lattices are isometric via the map which switches ei and fi and
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is the identity on Ji . All of these together show that aii #2 mod 4 and
aij #0 mod 4 if the type of Lj is also 2A1 . If Lj is of other type, then
cj aij #0 mod 4. Therefore, c i #0 mod 2 as desired.
Theorem 3.4. The theta series of degree 2 from the classes in G with
non-trivial root system are linearly independent.
4. CLASS NUMBER
4.1. Decomposable Classes
Let L be a decomposable lattice in G. In this case, L$(2) = M where
M is an even ternary lattice of discriminant 2p. Therefore, the number of
decomposable classes in G is h(- & p)4+( p&1+4=3)24, [K1]. The
mass of the genus containing M is ( p&1)24 and thus the mass con-
tributed by the decomposable classes in G is ( p&1)48. We already know
from Lemma 3.3 that we have only one class with root system A1 = A2 and
this class must be decomposable. This happens only if p#&1 mod 3. Also
the classes with root system 2A1 must be decomposable.
Proposition 4.1. There are h(- & p)2 classes in G with root system
2A1 .
Proof. It is clear that KL is a binary lattice of discriminant 4p and
(KL)2 $(&2, &2p). Conversely, given such a binary lattice J with
2 #% Q(J) and a pair of orthogonal vectors e, f with Q(e)=Q( f )=2, there
are four lattices in G that contain Z[e] = Z[ f ] = J. They are given by
adjoining the following vectors to Z[e, f ]:
f +u
2
,
e+u
2
,
f +v
2
,
e+v
2
,
where J=Z[u, v] with Mat(u, v)#(&2, &2p) mod 32. The first (or the
last) pair gives rise to isometric lattices. They all give isometric lattices if
and only if J has a non-trivial isometry. This happens if and only if J
represents 4 because J12 is primal and indecomposable. We may now
apply Gauss’ theory of binary lattices to obtain the result. K
Corollary 4.1. There are ( p&1&8=3)24&h(- & p)4 decomposable
classes in G with root system A1 .
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4.2. Indecomposable Classes
Suppose now L is an indecomposable lattice in G.
Proposition 4.2. The genus of KL is determined as follows:
(a) If RL is of type A2 , then disc(KL)=12p. Furthermore,
(KL)2 $(2, 6p) , (KL)3 $(3, p) , and (KL)p $(3$, $p) .
(b) If RL is of type A1 , then disc(KL)=8p, (KL)2 $(2, &2, &2p) ,
and (KL)p $(2, $, $p) .
Proof. Clear. K
From now on, till the end of this section, let R be a root lattice of type
A2 or A1 , and K be a lattice which belongs to the genus described in
Proposition 4.3(a) or (b). We require that 2  Q(K).
Proposition 4.3. There are ((3&=2)h(- &3p)&=3)4 indecomposable
classes in G with root system A2 .
Proof. It is easy to see that there are two lattices in G that contain
R = K (here R is of type A2). These two lattices are isometric to each other.
Thus we have a one-to-one correspondence between the set of indecom-
posable classes in G with root system A2 and the set of classes in the genus
of K which do not represent 2. K
Lemma 4.1. If R is of type A1 , then there are two lattices in G that con-
tain R = K.
Proof. It is proved in Section 3 when we discuss lattices of type
A1 (I ). K
Some of the lattices constructed in Lemma 4.5 may have root system of
type A2 . In fact, suppose K has a vector v of length 6 so that Z2[v]= in
K2 is proper 2-modular. Then (R = K)+Z[(e+v)2] is a lattice in G with
root system A2 .
Definition 4.1. A vector v in K is called proper if Q(v)=6 and Z2[v]=
in K2 is a proper 2-modular Z2 -lattice.
Suppose L # G has root system A2 . Let e be one of the minimal vectors.
Then K=Z[e]= is in the genus described in Proposition 4.2(b) and K has
a proper vector. Now, we define
L(R, K)=[L # G : L$R = K, RL=R, KL=K].
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Lemma 4.2. Let tK be the number of proper vectors in K. Then
0 if tK4,
|L(R, K)|={1 if tK=2,2 otherwise.
Proof. Suppose K has two linearly independent proper vectors u, v.
From the next section, we see that these two vectors form a binary lattice
isometric to ( 6 44 6) . Since B((e+u)2, (e+v)2)  Z, therefore (R = K)+
Z[(e+u)2] and (R = K)+Z[(e+v)2] are different. The cases where
tK2 are obvious. K
Lemma 4.3. Suppose tK=0. The two lattices in L(R, K) are isometric if
and only if O(K) has a non-trivial isometry.
Proof. It is clear because O(L)=<{e , \1> if L # L(R, K). K
Gathering the above information, we see that the number of indecom-
posable classes in G with root system A1 is equal to A&C+2B where
A=number of classes of K with tK=2,
B=number of classes of K with tK=0,
C=number of classes of K with tK=0 and 4 # Q(K).
We will see in the next section that
A=
(3&=2) h(- &2p)&=3
4
&
=5
2
,
B=
p&1
16
+
h(- &2p)&h(- & p)&2(3&=2) h(- &3p)
8
+
=3
4
&
=2
8
,
C=
h(- &2p)
4
&
=2
4
&
=5
2
.
Therefore, we have
Proposition 4.4. The number of indecomposable classes in G with root
system A1 is
p&1
8
&
(3&=2) h(- &3p)+h(- & p)
4
+
=3
4
.
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4.3. Distribution of Classes
We first summarize the result obtained so far in the following table.
Root system * Decomposable classes * Indecomposable classes
A1 ( p&1&8=3)24&h(- & p)4 ( p&1)8&(3&=2) h(- &3p)4
&h(- & p)4+=3 4
2A1 h(- & p)2 0
A2 0 (3&=2) h(- &3p)4&=34
A1 = A2 =3 2 0
The mass of the genus of an even quaternary lattice of discriminant p is
B2/ 192 where B2/ is the 2nd generalized Bernoulli number associated to
the character / with /(n)=(n | p) [K1]. Multiplying it by 452 and adjust-
ing the local density at 2, we obtain that the mass of G is B2/ (3+=2)96.
Using the definition of mass, we can show that the number of classes in G
with trivial automorphism group is
D=
B2/ (3+=2)
48
&
p&1
12
+
(3&=2) h(- &3p)
12
+
h(- & p)
8
&
=3
12
.
Theorem 4.1. The class number of G is
B2/ (3+=2)
48
+
p&1
12
+
(3&=2) h(- &3p)
12
+
h(- & p)
8
+
=3
12
.
Here is a table of the class numbers of G for p<100:
p 17 29 37 41 53 61 73 89 97
* Cls 3 5 6 6 9 11 13 16 17
Remark. (1) The proper class number of G is equal to 2(class number
of G) &D.
(2) The number of classes with non-trivial automorphism group is
( p&1+=3)6.
(3) The class number formula is obtained by Kitaoka in [K2] when
p#1 mod 8 and (5 | p)=1.
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5. TERNARY LATTICES OF DISCRIMINANT p
In this section, we are going to analyze a genus of ternary lattices of dis-
criminant p and provide the formulas for the quantities A, B, and C used
in the last section. In the following, we let M be the genus consisting of all
lattices M satisfying the following conditions:
M2 $<1, &1, &p>, Mp $ <1, 2$, 2$p>, disc(M)= p.
Remark. The lattice M is actually K12 where K is the ternary lattice
used in the last section. Moreover, M is a primal lattice.
If M # M is decomposable, then M$<1> = N with disc(N)= p.
Therefore, the number of decomposable classes in M is (h(- & p)+=2)4.
The group O(M) has order 4 unless 2 # Q(N). This happens if and only if
p#5 mod 8 and N$( 21
1
( p+1)2) . In this case, |O(M)|=8.
Suppose M # M is indecomposable. The only possible root system for M
is < or A1 . If RM is A1 , then |O(M)|=4. Furthermore, KM has discrimi-
nant 2p and satisfies:
(KM)2 $(&2, &p) , (KM)p $($, 2$p), 1 and 2  Q(KM).
Conversely, given a lattice K satisfying the above conditions and a vector
e of length 2, there is only one lattice in M which contains Z[e] = K.
Moreover, this lattice must be indecomposable. We can conclude that the
number of indecomposable classes in M with root system A1 is
(h(- &2p)&=2)4. Using Siegel mass formula, we obtain the class number
of M:
Proposition 5.1. The class number of M is
p&1
16
+
h(- &2p)+h(- & p)
8
+
=2
8
.
Definition 5.1. Let M be a lattice in M. A vector v # M is called proper
if Q(v)=3 and Z2[v]= in M2 is proper unimodular.
Let M* be the subset of M which contains only the indecomposable lat-
tices with a proper vector. Let M # M* and v # M be proper. Let N be the
orthogonal complement of Z[v] in M. Then disc(N)=3p and
N2 $< &3, &p>, N3 $<& p, &3>, Np $<6$, 2$p>, 1  Q(N).
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Let N be the set of lattices that satisfy the above conditions. Note that
6  Q(N) whenever N # N. Conversely, given any N # N, there are two lat-
tices in M which contain Z[v] = N. These two lattice are isometric via the
symmetry {v . Moreover, they must be in M* since 6  Q(N). Therefore, we
have a well-defined map
Classes in N  Classes in M*.
The inverse of the above map can be defined on the set of classes in M*
with exactly two proper vectors. Let tM be the number of proper vectors
in M. We are interested in the following quantities:
A=number of classes of M # M* with tM=2,
B=number of indecomposable classes of M # M with tM=0,
C=number of indecomposable classes of M # M
with tM=0 and 2 # Q(M).
Suppose 2 # Q(M) and tM>0. It is direct to see that any minimal vector
cannot be orthogonal to any proper vector. Therefore, ( 2 11 3)$(
3 2
2 3) is
represented by M. Furthermore, (5 | p)=&1 and 2 and 3 are the first and
second minimum of M. Using reduction theory, we see that there is only
one class of M with all the mentioned properties:
p#2 mod 5 p#3 mod 5

2 1 1
 
2 1 0

.
1 3 0 1 3 1
1 0
p+3
5
0 1
p+2
5
This class is clearly indecomposable as p>13. Therefore,
C=
h(- &2p)
4
&
=2
4
&
=5
2
.
If e is a minimal vector and v is a proper vector in the above lattice M,
then \v and \(e&v) are the only proper vectors. The isometry {e will
interchange Z[v] and Z[e&v].
Suppose now M # M* with 2  Q(M). Let v # M be a proper vector. If M
has a vector u of length 3 other than \v, then Z[u, v]$( 3 11 3) . In this
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case, 3 is the first and second minimum of M. By reduction theory again,
there is only one class with these properties:

3 1 1
 .1 3 01 0 p+3
8
Note that this happens only if p#5 mod 8. Since ( p+3)8>3, this class
has exactly two proper vectors and is indecomposable. We now see that the
classes in N is in bijection with the classes in M*. Therefore,
A=
(3&=2) h(- &3p)
4
&
=3
4
&
=5
2
.
Consequently,
B=
p&1
16
+
1
8
(h(- &2p)&h(- & p)&2(3&=2) h(- &3p))+
=3
4
&
=2
8
.
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